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The primary target of my doctoral dissertation is the introduction of various sensitivity 

improving solutions for quantitative determinations using HPLC-MS/MS systems, and the 

secondary target is to develop validated methods for routine analytical use. 

At the start I studied the significance of micro LC technique in sensitivity improvement. One 

of the main benefits of micro LC technique is that lower limits of detection and lower limits 

of quantitation can be achieved by it because the dilution of the sample is lower on the 

chromatographic column. I studied the separation capacity of new micro columns of different 

geometry as the function of injected volume and sample solvent used keeping in mind the 

limits of detection of the methods. During my experiments, I dealt with efficiency of fully 

porous and core-shell particles. I proved that on-column focusing and optimizing the gradient 

time may serve as a solution for the widening of peaks when injecting relatively large 

volumes because the peaks eluting later are less sensitive to sample solvent strength. By the 

aqueous dilution of sample I could inject larger volumes without peak distortion thus, I 



increased the sensitivity of my method. Using the results obtained I elaborated a procedure for 

the determination of steroid hormones in analysing human blood samples. 

In the next step I further increased the sensitivity of the micro LC system applying on-line 

SPE technique. So, I succeeded to achieve the level of procedures published in the literature 

for certain compound or even to exceed the same. As the result, I validated a selective, 

sensitive and high throughput method for the determination of 13 steroid hormones.  

Following this, I approached the development of the micro UHPLC-MS/MS system from the 

mass spectrometric detector. When determining compounds containing acidic and basic 

groups I studied the effect of the pH of the eluent on sensitivity, as well as the formation of 

adducts and the loss of neutral molecule parts during ion formation under ESI conditions. The 

quantity and stability of the formed pseudo ions exceed those of the molecular ion therefore, 

the selection and measurement of corresponding ions is of key importance in the improvement 

of sensitivity. The COOH group can be ripped off the compound containing the carboxyl 

group under suitable source conditions thus, I achieved sensitive detection by selecting 

intensive dissociated molecular ions so far not mentioned in the literature. The experiments 

resulted a rapid and reliable micro UHPLC-MS/MS method added up with an on-line SPE 

system providing for the determination of low NSAID concentrations in various 

environmental samples. 

When determining non-polar compounds the sensitivity of the method may be improved by 

increasing the efficiency of ionization using the derivatives of the components to be examined 

or besides the generally applied ESI ionization technique, applying the APCI technique that 

better matches the non-polar compounds. I compared ESI ionization and APCI ionization for 

the examination of sex hormones and I increased the efficiency of ESI ionization by forming 

derivatives, as well. I compared the LOD values achievable by the conventional HPLC 

technique and micro LC technique. Finally, being the first, I developed a micro UHPLC-

MS/MS method possessing very low detection and determination levels for the examination 

of sex hormones. 

My results create new opportunities to develop simple, rapid and sensitive methods for the 

analysis of clinical and environmental samples. The procedures and approaches introduced in 

my work may be useful and provide solutions for cases when method sensitivity is of critical 

importance. The validated methods are suitable to fulfil the requirements of routine analytical 

laboratories. 

 

 


